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MONTPELLIER, France--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Regulatory News:

Sensorion (Paris:ALSEN) (FR0012596468 – ALSEN), a pioneering clinical-stage biotechnology company

which specializes in the development of novel therapies to restore, treat and prevent hearing loss disorders,

announces that Aniz Girach, MD, is joining the Board of directors as an independent Board member. The

appointment is e�ective following the Board meeting, which took place on January 3rd.

Dr. Girach will replace Jean-François Morin. His appointment will expand the number of independent Board

members to four of a total of nine.

Scott Myers, Chairman of the board of Sensorion, commented: “Sensorion is at a critical in�ection point,

with key catalysts ahead in its goal of �nding innovative treatments to restore, treat and prevent hearing loss,

including imminent clinical data from our lead program, SENS-401, and three novel gene therapy programs in

preclinical development. We’re thrilled that Aniz has joined the Board of Sensorion. His extensive background in

retinal disease development, an area where clinical advances will be highly supportive for Sensorion’s ongoing

research in gene therapy for inner ear disorders and his experience in clinical development and medical a�airs

roles make him an ideal candidate to augment Sensorion’s Board.”

“I’m delighted to be joining Sensorion, a pioneer in hearing loss disorders, at this pivotal time in its development,

and I look forward to working with the leadership team and the Board. I’m excited to have the opportunity to share

my expertise in research and development and speci�cally gene therapy clinical development to further expand

Sensorion’s pipeline in the inner ear �eld,” added Dr. Aniz Girach.
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Dr. Girach is currently serving as the Chief Medical O�cer at ProQR Therapeutics NV, where he is leading the

development of genetic therapies for inherited retinal diseases. Prior to that he served in the same role at Nightstar

Therapeutics and Oxurion NV (formerly ThromboGenics). With over 22 years’ experience in the industry, his other

past roles also include being Global Head of Ophtalmology at Merck, Vice President, Clinical Development at Alcon

Laboratories and Senior Global Ophthalmologist/Medical Director at Eli Lilly.

Dr. Girach is an Honorary Professor at Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, USA and a member of three Scienti�c

Advisory Boards for international ophthalmic organizations. He is also a reviewer for �ve peer-reviewed journals,

including Eye and IOVS, and has edited four books and published over 100 abstracts/manuscripts in peer-reviewed

journals.

About Sensorion 
 Sensorion is a pioneering clinical-stage biotech company, which specializes in the development of novel therapies

to restore, treat and prevent within the �eld of hearing loss disorders. Its clinical-stage portfolio includes one Phase

2 product: SENS-401 (Arazasetron) for sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SSNHL). Sensorion has built a unique

R&D technology platform to expand its understanding of the pathophysiology and etiology of inner ear related

diseases enabling it to select the best targets and modalities for drug candidates. The Company is also working on

the identi�cation of biomarkers to improve diagnosis of these underserved illnesses. Sensorion has launched three

gene therapy programs, currently at preclinical stage, aimed at correcting hereditary monogenic forms of deafness

including deafness caused by a mutation of the gene encoding for Otoferlin, hearing loss related to gene target

GJB2 as well as Usher Syndrome Type 1 to potentially address important hearing loss segments in adults and

children. The Company is potentially uniquely placed, through its platforms and pipeline of potential therapeutics,

to make a lasting positive impact on hundreds of thousands of people with inner ear related disorders, a signi�cant

global unmet medical need. 
 

www.sensorion.com

Follow us on Linkedin

Label: SENSORION 
 

ISIN: FR0012596468 
 

Mnemonic: ALSEN

Disclaimer 
 This press release contains certain forward-looking statements concerning Sensorion and its business. Such

forward looking statements are based on assumptions that Sensorion considers to be reasonable. However, there

can be no assurance that such forward-looking statements will be veri�ed, which statements are subject to
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numerous risks, including the risks set forth in the 2020 annual �nancial report published on April 9, 2021 and

available on our website and to the development of economic conditions, �nancial markets and the markets in

which Sensorion operates. The forward-looking statements contained in this press release are also subject to risks

not yet known to Sensorion or not currently considered material by Sensorion. The occurrence of all or part of such

risks could cause actual results, �nancial conditions, performance or achievements of Sensorion to be materially

di�erent from such forward-looking statements. This press release and the information that it contains do not

constitute an o�er to sell or subscribe for, or a solicitation of an o�er to purchase or subscribe for, Sensorion

shares in any country. The communication of this press release in certain countries may constitute a violation of

local laws and regulations. Any recipient of this press release must inform oneself of any such local restrictions and

comply therewith.
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